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Objective: To determine whether 1 of 2 vaccines based on dendritic cells
(DCs) and poxvectors encoding CEA (carcinoembryonic antigen) and MUC1
(PANVAC) would lengthen survival in patients with resected metastases of
colorectal cancer (CRC).
Background: Recurrences after complete resections of metastatic CRC re-
main frequent. Immune responses to CRC are associated with fewer recur-
rences, suggesting a role for cancer vaccines as adjuvant therapy. Both DCs
and poxvectors are potent stimulators of immune responses against cancer
antigens.
Methods: Patients, disease-free after CRC metastasectomy and perioperative
chemotherapy (n = 74), were randomized to injections of autologous DCs
modified with PANVAC (DC/PANVAC) or PANVAC with per injection GM-
CSF (granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor). Endpoints were
recurrence-free survival overall survival, and rate of CEA-specific immune
responses. Clinical outcome was compared with that of an unvaccinated, con-
temporary group of patients who had undergone CRC metastasectomy, re-
ceived similar perioperative therapy, and would have otherwise been eligible
for the study.
Results: Recurrence-free survival at 2 years was similar (47% and 55% for
DC/PANVAC and PANVAC/GM-CSF, respectively) (χ2 P = 0.48). At a me-
dian follow-up of 35.7 months, there were 2 of 37 deaths in the DC/PANVAC
arm and 5 of 37 deaths in the PANVAC/GM-CSF arm. The rate and magni-
tude of T-cell responses against CEA was statistically similar between study
arms. As a group, vaccinated patients had superior survival compared with
the contemporary unvaccinated group.
Conclusions: Both DC and poxvector vaccines have similar activity. Survival
was longer for vaccinated patients than for a contemporary unvaccinated
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group, suggesting that a randomized trial of poxvector vaccinations compared
with standard follow-up after metastasectomy is warranted. (NCT00103142)
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A lthough unresectable metastatic colorectal cancer (CRC) is usu-
ally incurable, 5-year survivals of 10% to 50% have been reported

after complete resection of hepatic or pulmonary metastases.1–4 Re-
currences are reduced by adjuvant chemotherapy5–7 but remain fre-
quent, suggesting the need for new therapies. Because the host im-
mune response against CRCs is associated with prolonged survival,8

active immunotherapy in which anticancer immune responses are
augmented by vaccines has been of considerable interest. The po-
tential utility of immunotherapy for CRC has been suggested by
studies in which better clinical outcome was observed in patients
who developed immune responses against antigens included in their
vaccines.9,10 Prior studies of vaccination after CRC metastasectomy
have suggested clinical benefits in subgroup analyses.11–14

Among the antigens targeted by vaccines, carcinoembryonic
antigen (CEA) and MUC1 are attractive because they are overex-
pressed in many CRCs, yet minimally expressed in normal cells,15,16

and they contain epitopes recognizable by cytolytic T cells and
antibodies.17–20 Vaccines incorporating CEA or MUC1 have induced
immune responses against tumors expressing these antigens.21,22

A variety of platforms have been developed to serve as cancer
vaccines, but the most immunogenic strategies include viral vectors
encoding tumor antigens23 and dendritic cells (DCs)24 modified with
proteins, peptides, mRNA, and viral vectors. Poxviruses have been
extensively tested because they possess innate immunostimulatory
properties.25 Diversified prime-boost immunizations with poxvectors
encoding CEA and MUC1 along with the TRIad of COstimulatory
Molecules [CD80 (B7.1), CD54 (ICAM-1), and CD58 (LFA-1)], des-
ignated TRICOM26,27 (called PANVAC-VF), have demonstrated clin-
ical and immunologic activities.28 We have extensively tested a series
of DC vaccines loaded with CEA peptide29 or mRNA,30 and more re-
cently, observed that autologous DC loaded with CEA-expressing
poxvectors could induce the greatest magnitude of CEA-specific
T-cell and antibody responses in cancer patients.31 Nonetheless, au-
tologous DC generation is logistically complex, requiring production
of a unique product for each patient.

We wished to develop and test a vaccine strategy for use in
the adjuvant therapy of resected metastatic CRC. Before performing
a randomized study of vaccination compared with standard care, we
designed a prospective, randomized phase II clinical trial to address
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whether prime-boost immunization with DCs modified ex vivo with
PANVAC or PANVAC alone would reduce the rate of tumor recur-
rence, induce more potent tumor antigen–specific immune responses,
and prolong survival in the setting of minimal residual disease af-
ter liver or lung metastasectomy and after completion of standard
chemotherapy. In concert with CTEP (Cancer Therapy Evaluation
Program of the National Cancer Institute), a decision was made to
first perform a randomized trial to choose a preferred vaccine strat-
egy before undertaking a much larger, pivotal, randomized trial of
vaccination compared with no vaccination.

METHODS
Patients

Participants in this 7-site study provided signed informed con-
sent approved by the local governing institutional review board. The
major study requirements were histologically confirmed hepatic or
pulmonary metastases of colorectal adenocarcinoma that had been
completely resected and receipt of a minimum of 2 months of peri-
operative systemic chemotherapy determined by the treating physi-
cian. We chose a minimum of 2 months, based on treatment patterns
among those having metastasectomies at the participating institutions
and based on EORTC Intergroup trial 40983, which studied perioper-
ative chemotherapy for patients with resected hepatic metastases and
reported a range of 1 to 6 doses of chemotherapy before and after
surgery.6 Recovery from surgical wound complications, Karnofsky
performance status 70% or more, adequate organ function, and no
evidence of immune compromise or history of HIV infection were
also required.

Study Drugs
PANVAC-V and PANVAC-F were manufactured by Therion

Biologics Corporation as part of a Collaborative Research and De-
velopment Agreement between Therion and the National Cancer
Institute. PANVAC-V is a recombinant vaccinia virus based on
TBC-Wy, a parental vaccinia virus derived from the Wyeth vaccine
strain that contains the genes for CEA, MUC1, and the 3 costim-
ulatory molecules B7.1, ICAM-1, and LFA-3. The encoded CEA
and MUC1 proteins each contain a modification in a single anti-
genic epitope [for CEA, CAP1(6D) (YLSGADLNL) and for MUC1,
MUC1(L93) (ALWGQDVTSV)]. PANVAC-F contains the same 5 re-
combinant genes inserted into the genome of a parental fowlpox virus
derived from the POXVAC-TC vaccine strain. GM-CSF (Leukine)
was purchased from the manufacturer.

For patients who received the DC vaccines, a 4-hour leuka-
pheresis product was shipped to the central cell processing facility at
Duke University Medical Center. The peripheral blood mononuclear
cells (PBMCs) were separated by density gradient centrifugation over
Ficoll, and the fraction adherent to plastic flasks after 2 hours incu-
bation were then cultured with GM-CSF and IL-4 for 7 days to en-
rich for DCs as previously described.31 The DC/PANVAC-V product
consisted of 1 × 107 DCs mixed with PANVAC-V [2 × 108 plaque-
forming units (pfu)] and the DC/PANVAC-F product consisted of 1 ×
107 DCs mixed with PANVAC-F (1 × 109 pfu). These are collectively
referred to as DC/PANVAC.

Randomization and Masking
Patients were randomized with equal probability to arm A

(DC/PANVAC) or arm B (PANVAC/GM-CSF), with no masking of
treatment arm.

Study Treatment
Arm A patients received the DC/PANVAC-V vaccine subcu-

taneously and intradermally (approximately 900 μL subcutaneously

and 100 μL intradermally) into the thigh. Beginning 28 ± 7 days
after the first injection and then every 28 ± 7 days thereafter for a
total of 3 additional visits, the DC/PANVAC-F vaccine was injected
subcutaneously and intradermally (approximately 900 μL subcuta-
neously and 100 μL intradermally) into the same thigh as previous
injections. Arm B patients received PANVAC-V (2 × 108 pfu) for
1 dose, followed by PANVAC-F (1 × 109 pfu) every 28 days for 3
doses subcutaneously into the thigh. GM-CSF (100 μg) was given
subcutaneously for 4 consecutive days at the injection sites after each
administration of PANVAC-V and PANVAC-F.

Analysis of T-cell Response by IFNγ ELISpot Assay
Cryopreserved PBMCs collected prevaccination (week 0) and

1 week after the completion of all 4 vaccinations (week 13) were an-
alyzed for antigen-specific reactivity by ELISpot assay as previously
described.31

Clinical Outcome and Adverse Events
Patients were followed for recurrence with computed tomo-

graphic scans and/or magnetic resonance images of the chest, ab-
domen, and pelvis every 3 months for 2 years, then at the discre-
tion of their physician, and finally for survival. RECIST 1.0 criteria
were used to determine relapse. Clinical data were recorded utilizing
caBIG metadata standards and software including the Cancer Central
Clinical Database (C3D) and the Cancer Central Clinical Participant
Registry (C3PR).

In a preplanned analysis, a contemporaneous group of 123
patients with liver metastases and 38 patients with lung metastases
who had undergone hepatic or pulmonary metastasectomy at Duke
University Medical Center between January 1995 and February 2007
(Duke contemporary group) was also compared with the vaccinated
patients taken as a group. Contemporary patients were included only
if they would have met the major inclusion criteria of the random-
ized study (ie, having had complete resections with negative margins
and multiagent chemotherapy with irinotecan and/or oxaliplatin, and
biologic agents) and were younger than 77 years (the oldest age for
a vaccinated patient), had not received immunotherapy, and had not
experienced a recurrence within 6 months (182.5 days) of their metas-
tasectomy (to account for the fact that vaccinated patients could not
have relapsed before initiation of the vaccinations).

Statistical Analysis
The preplanned clinical endpoints were 2-year recurrence-free

survival (RFS) and overall survival (OS). The RFS was measured
from the date of metastasectomy, with relapse defined as documented
disease recurrence at any site. Within each treatment, a regimen was
considered efficacious if the 90% exact lower confidence bound of
the 2-year RFS estimate was 0.32 or more, the 2-year RFS calculated
from data available during study design from patients undergoing
metastasectomy. Follow-up beyond 2 years from the date of last in-
jection was not required in this study; however, all sites were queried
for updated recurrence and survival data as of September 2010. The
OS was measured from metastasectomy until death from any cause,
and patients were censored on the date of last known follow-up. Sur-
vival curves, median survival times, and 95% confidence intervals
for RFS and OS for each treatment arm and the Duke historical con-
trols were estimated using the method of Kaplan and Meier. Survival
curves were compared using the log rank or Wilcoxon tests.

Secondary endpoints included induction of CEA and specific
immune responses. A positive immune response by ELISpot was de-
fined as described at the 2002 Society of Biologic Therapy Workshop
on “Immunologic Monitoring of Cancer Vaccine Therapy”: a T-cell
response was considered positive if the mean number of spots in 6
wells with experimental antigen (ie, PANVAC-F) exceeded the mean
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number of spots in 6 control wells (ie, rF-TRICOM) by 10 and the
difference between the 6 wells containing the experimental antigen
and the 6 control wells is statistically significant at a level of P ≤ 0.05
using the Student t test.32 We compared the proportion of immune
responses between treatment arms using the χ 2 test.

RESULTS
Patient Demographics

Between January 2005 and September 2009, a total of 76
patients from 7 sites were enrolled and randomized to the 2 arms
of the study (38 in each arm) (see the CONSORT diagram in
Fig. 1). Two patients on the DC/PANVAC arm withdrew consent
before treatment, and no data were captured for these patients. De-
mographic and baseline disease characteristics are given in Table 1
for the 74 patients who received any vaccinations and for the contem-
porary unvaccinated patients. Among those with complete data (n =
25), a median of 12 doses (range, 4–14) of multiagent chemotherapy
(FOLFOX or FOLFIRI or XELOX) was administered perioperatively
and 80% of patients received bevacizumab with their perioperative
therapy. Overall, the arms of the study were well balanced, but there
were more patients with multiple hepatic lesions in the DC/PANVAC
arm (a negative prognostic factor) than with the PANVAC vector arm.

Treatment and Toxicity
Seventy patients received all immunizations, whereas 4 pa-

tients discontinued immunizations early (3 on the DC/PANVAC arm

and 1 on the PANVAC arm): 1 because of grade 3 urticaria on the
DC/PANVAC arm and 3 because of progressive disease. The majority
of the toxicities on the trial were injection site reactions (63% grade
1, 2 for the DC/PANVAC arm and 64% grade 1, 2 for the PANVAC
arm), low-grade fevers (17% grade 1, 2 for the DC/PANVAC arm and
31% grade 1, 2 for the PANVAC arm), muscle pain (11% grade 1 for
the DC/PANVAC arm and 11% grade 1 for the PANVAC arm), and
fatigue (26% grade 1, 2 for the DC/PANVAC arm and 34% grade 1,
2 for the PANVAC arm).

Recurrence-Free and Overall Survival
Thirty-four of 37 and 35 of 37 subjects on the DC/PANVAC

and PANVAC arms, respectively, met criteria for inclusion in this
analysis (ie, minimum follow-up ≥2 years or recurrence before
2 years). Median follow-up time among randomized patients was
35.7 months. The proportions of randomized patients who did not
experience recurrence within 24 months of resections were 16 of 34
(47%) and 20 of 36 (55%) for the DC/PANVAC arm and the PANVAC
arm, respectively. The 90% lower confidence bounds for the propor-
tion of patients who were recurrence free at 2 years were 0.35 for the
DC/PANVAC arm and 0.43 for the PANVAC arm. There were 2 of 37
deaths in the DC/PANVAC arm and 5 of 37 deaths in the poxvector
arm. Survival curve estimates for RFS and OS by treatment arm are
illustrated in Figures 2A and 2B, respectively.

FIGURE 1. CONSORT diagram. Patient dis-
position in this clinical trial is described.
∗Analyzed with DC/PANVAC arm by inten-
tion to treat analysis.
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TABLE 1. Patient Demographics

No. (%)

Characteristic

PANVAC +
DCs

(N = 37)
PANVAC
(N = 37)

Total
(N = 74)

Duke
Contemp.
(N = 161)

P (PANVAC
Trial Total

vs
Contemp.)

Age at resection,
median (range), yr

53.6 (25–77) 52.0 (33–74) 53.5 (25–77) 60.1 (34–77) 0.001

Sex 0.13
Male 16 (43.2) 19 (51.3) 35 (47) 93 (57.7)
Female 21 (56.8) 18 (48.7) 39 (53) 68 (42.3)

Race 0.08
White 33 (89) 32 (86.4) 65 (88) 135 (83.8)
Nonwhite 3 (8) 4 (10.8) 7 (9) 23 (14.3)
Unknown 1 (3) 1 (2.7) 2 (3) 3 (1.9)

Years to diagnosis of
metastases

0.07

≤2 24 (64.9) 28 (75.6) 52 (70) 119 (73.9)
>2 6 (16.2) 4 (10.8) 10 (14) 38 (23.6)
Unknown 7 (18.9) 5 (13.6) 12 (16) 4 (2.4)

Site of metastasis 0.9
Liver 26 (70.3) 31 (83.8) 57 (77) 123 (76.4)
Lung 11 (29.7) 6 (16.2) 17 (23) 38 (23.6)

No. nodules <0.001
1 11 (29.7) 17 (46.0) 28 (38) 96 (59.6)
2–4 16 (43.3) 12 (32.4) 28 (38) 61 (37.9)
>4 4 (10.8) 5 (13.5) 9 (12) 1 (0.6)
Unknown 6 (16.2) 3 (8.1) 9 (12) 3 (1.9)

CEA, mean (range) 2.0 (0.6–13.0), N = 18 1.8 (0.5–15.0), N = 23 1.9 (0.5–15), N = 41 Not available —

Contemp. indicates contemporary.

Immune Response Data
ELISpot assays were performed on PBMCs collected before

initiating the immunizations and after all the immunizations were
completed (Fig. 3). The majority of the patients had undetectable
levels of CEA-specific T-cell responses before immunization. After
the immunizations, although there were numerically more T-cell re-
sponders to the DC/PANVAC, it was not statistically different from
the percentage of T-cell responders to the PANVAC alone (Table 2).
For those with a T-cell response, the magnitude of the induced
CEA-specific T cells was similar between the 2 arms of the study
(Fig. 3). We also determined whether clinical outcome was associated
with immune responses. Early after immunization, a trend existed for
a longer RFS among all enrolled patients who developed a tumor
antigen-specific T-cell response than those with no T-cell response
(Fig. 4); however, over time, the RFS curves became inseparable and
there was no difference in OS by T-cell response.

Comparison of Outcome With
Contemporary Controls

Although the primary purpose of this study was to compare the
2 vaccine strategies, we planned to compare the clinical outcome for
the vaccinated patients with a contemporary group of patients who
had undergone CRC metastasectomy but had not been vaccinated
(Duke contemporary controls). As shown in Table 1, the character-
istics of this group were similar to those of the vaccinated patients
except that the contemporary group had slightly better prognostic fea-
tures such as fewer metastatic nodules. All had received multiagent
chemotherapy (FOLFOX, FOLFIRI, or XELOX) in the periopera-
tive period or after relapse, and bevacizumab was given concurrently
in 67%. Median follow-up time was 50.1 months among the Duke
contemporary group. Survival plots for RFS and OS for the 2 study
arms combined versus the Duke contemporary group are provided

in Figures 5A and 5B, respectively. The estimate of 2-year RFS in
the contemporary group was 0.44 with 90% lower confidence bounds
of 0.38. This proportion was similar to that observed in the vaccine
groups. There was a significant OS advantage among the patients
treated with the vaccines taken as a group versus the contemporary
group (log rank P < 0.0001).

DISCUSSION
Because vaccines based on autologous antigen-presenting

cells33 and poxvectors34 have established clinical benefit, we wished
to compare vaccination with an autologous cell therapy versus recom-
binant viral vectors in patients with no evidence of disease but a high
risk of recurrence after surgical resection of CRC metastases. We
intended to choose the superior strategy for a future phase III study,
based on which yielded better clinical outcomes in time-dependent
endpoints such as RFS or OS, with consideration to be given to the
vaccination strategies that enhanced immune response. This strategy
was justified, as previous studies have suggested longer survival in pa-
tients with a positive immune response to vaccination as determined
by the ELISpot assay.14 There was no difference in clinical outcome
(progression-free survival [PFS] or OS) between the 2 vaccine strate-
gies. Although there were numerically more T-cell responders against
CEA after DC/PANVAC, the results were not significant; therefore,
we could not choose one or the other arm as superior.

In addition to the comparison of the 2 vaccination strate-
gies, we planned a comparison between vaccinated patients and a
well-defined, nonrandomized, contemporary group with similar char-
acteristics [ie, had complete resections with negative margins and had
received at least 2 months of perioperative chemotherapy, were of sim-
ilar age, had a similar proportion of lung and liver metastases, and
had received multiagent chemotherapy (fluoropyrimidines, irinote-
can, oxaliplatin, and biologic agents)]. The contemporary group had
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FIGURE 2. A, Recurrence-free sur-
vival for randomized patients re-
ceiving DCs loaded with PANVAC
or PANVAC plus GM-CSF mea-
sured from the date of metasta-
sectomy, with relapse defined as
documented disease recurrence at
any site. Median RFS (95% CI) was
22.9 (19.6–49.8) and 28.9 (16.2,
not reached), months, respectively.
B, OS for randomized patients re-
ceiving DCs loaded with PANVAC
or PANVAC plus GM-CSF measured
from metastasectomy until death
from any cause. Patients were cen-
sored on the date of last known
follow-up. 95% CI indicates 95%
confidence interval.

slightly better prognostic features such as fewer metastatic nodules.
Vaccinated participants had a 2-year RFS similar to that of contempo-
rary, unvaccinated patients; however, survival for vaccinated subjects
exceeded that of the contemporary, unvaccinated group. Although
this contemporary group was not randomized, its outcomes (RFS =
25.7 months and OS = 44.1 months) are similar to those reported for
patients who had undergone CRC metastasectomy in other authors’
experiences. Andres et al35 calculated 3- and 5-year survival rates of
69% and 46%, respectively, for CRC patients undergoing liver metas-
tases resections after 1996. The 3- and 5-year disease-free survival
rates for the best prognosis group were 45% and 38%, respectively.
Choti et al36 reported actuarial OS was 57% at 3 years and 40% at

5 years, with a median survival of 46 months (not reached in the
more recent time period. Disease-free survival was 63% at 1 year,
28% at 3 years, and 20% at 5 years, with a median recurrence-free
survival of 16 months (19 months in the more recent period.) In the
Arru et al study,37 median survival was 36 months, regardless of
time period of the metastasectomy. The actuarial survival was 90.6%
after 1 year, 51.0% after 3 years, and 27.5% after 5 years. The RFS
was not reported. Pawlik et al38 reported the 3- and 5-year actuarial
survival rates were 74% and 58%, respectively, with median survival
74 months and a median time to recurrence of 10.5 months. This
suggests that our contemporary unvaccinated group was an appro-
priate comparator because it mirrored the outcome of patients who
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FIGURE 3. ELISpot analysis after vaccinations. Patient
PBMCs were analyzed pre- (week 0) and post- (week 13)
vaccinations for arm A (+DC) and arm B (no DC) by IFNγ
ELISpot. Patient PBMCs were stimulated 20 to 24 hours with
PANVAC-F (moi 10) and fowlpox-TRICOM (moi 10) in a stan-
dard ELISpot assay. The number of IFNγ -producing cells per
106 PBMCs for each subject analyzed is represented for the
response to PANVAC-F minus the fowlpox-TRICOM response
(solid black circles for arm A; solid black squares for arm B).
The mean response is depicted as a solid black bar pre- and
postimmunization for each study arm. The P value reported is
based on the Wilcoxon signed rank test calculated by Graph-
Pad Prism. moi indicates multiplicity of infection.

TABLE 2. CEA-Specific Immune Responders by
ELISpot by Arm of the Study

T-cell Response PANVAC + DCs PANVAC Total

No 26 28 54
Yes 9 (25.7%) 4 (12.5%) 13
Total 35 32 67

Fisher exact test P = 0.22.

had undergone metastasectomy across several studies. Nonetheless,
we recognize the limitations of utilizing historical controls in assess-
ing the efficacy of new interventions and caution against interpreting
these data as proof of clinical benefit. These hypothesis-generating
results support the pursuit of a rigorous randomized trial to provide
evidence of clinical benefit.

This report adds to growing list of immunotherapy studies in
which there is no difference in PFS or RFS but an improvement in
overall survival. Because some chemotherapeutic agents can induce
immunogenic cancer cell death39,40 and because all patients in this
study had received chemotherapy before study enrollment and the
majority are assumed to have done so if they relapsed, it is possible
that the immune response may not prevent recurrences by itself but
may act in synergy with other therapies to lengthen survival. Other
immune effects that evolve over time, such as epitope or antigenic
spreading of the immune response, or the involvement of other im-
mune effectors not specifically measured in this study, such as NK
(natural killer) cells, could also impact survival. Chemotherapy may
also alter the effector and immunomodulatory cell content of tumors
or the host.41 In addition, microscopic tumor metastases may initially
progress and then subsequently regress as has been observed in stud-
ies with immunotherapies such as ipilimumab and which has led to
the development of new response criteria for immunotherapies.42,43

Finally, it is possible that other mechanisms of action for the immune
effectors, such as altering the invasive behavior of persistent tumor
cells, could result in improved clinical outcome but no reduction in
tumor burden.

Our study is one of the few that has compared a DC-based
vaccine with another strategy in patients with malignancy. Ex vivo
loading of DCs is hypothesized to provide greater efficiency of anti-
gen loading than would occur with injection of the vectors into the
skin, but it is not clear whether this translates into better immuno-
logic or clinical benefit. DC vaccination did not prolong PFS or OS
compared with DTIC (dacarbazine) in patients with melanoma.44 In
this study, matured DCs were pulsed with melanoma peptides and it
is possible that the peptides were not adequately presented. Nonethe-
less, in certain subgroups of patients such as those with HLA-A2+
immune type and 100% performance status, survival did seem longer
with DCs.

Another important outcome of this study was the observa-
tion of CEA-specific T-cell responses to vaccination despite recent

FIGURE 4. Recurrence-free survival by ELISpot im-
mune response for patients enrolled and treated on
the PANVAC trial (Wilcoxon P = 0.08). IR indicates
immune responders; NR, no immune response.
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FIGURE 5. A, Recurrence-free survival for vacci-
nated patients combined versus contemporary,
unvaccinated controls. RFS was measured from
the date of metastasectomy until documented dis-
ease recurrence at any site. Median RFS (95%
CI) was 21.9 (16.9–38.8) and 25.7 (20.0–37.2),
months, respectively. B, OS for vaccinated patients
combined compared with contemporary, unvacci-
nated controls. OS was measured from metasta-
sectomy until death from any cause. Patients were
censored on the date of last known follow-up. Me-
dian OS (95% CI) was not reached and 44.1 (36.2–
63.4), months, respectively. 95% CI indicates 95%
confidence interval.

systemic chemotherapy. There was no obvious correlation between
type or extent of chemotherapy and T-cell response, although most
subjects received a comparable number of cycles of similar multia-
gent chemotherapy with concurrent bevacizumab and thus correla-
tions would be difficult to draw. We attempted to analyze the MUC1-
specific T-cell response, using a MUC1 HLA-A2–restricted peptide
and did not see a response in any of the patients. Unfortunately,
we were unable to further analyze T-cell responses against MUC1 be-
cause we did not have available a peptide cocktail that would cover all
HLA types, nor did we have a vector containing exclusively MUC1.

CONCLUSIONS
The DC-based vaccine was not superior to the viral vector vac-

cine alone. In addition, although there was not a randomized untreated
control group and thus survival comparisons are hypothesis gener-
ating, we observed, as have others, that OS should be a key clinical
endpoint in immunotherapy studies. We believe that the data support
a phase III study of vaccination compared with standard follow-up
care after CRC metastasectomy and perioperative chemotherapy. Be-
cause the viral vector can be administered to patients without the need
for an apheresis and an ex vivo manufacturing process to generate
autologous DCs, it is technically much simpler to administer and we

propose that it is currently the most feasible vaccine platform to test in
a future pivotal trial. Ongoing preclinical studies continue to explore
the potential utility and superiority of cellular based vaccines.
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